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Abstract
We study the unsplittable flow on a path problem (UFP) where we
are given a path with non-negative edge capacities and tasks, which are
characterized by a subpath, a demand, and a profit. The goal is to find
the most profitable subset of tasks whose total demand does not violate
the edge capacities. This problem naturally arises in many settings such
as bandwidth allocation, resource constrained scheduling, and interval
packing.
A natural task classification defines the size of a task i to be the ratio δ
between the demand of i and the minimum capacity of any edge used by i.
If all tasks have sufficiently small δ, the problem is already well understood
and there is a 1 + ε approximation. For the complementary setting—
instances whose tasks all have large δ—much remains unknown, and the
best known polynomial-time procedure gives only (for any constant δ > 0)
an approximation ratio of 6 + ε.
In this paper we present a polynomial time 1 + ε approximation for
the latter setting. Key to this result is a complex geometrically inspired
dynamic program. Here each task is represented as a segment underneath
the capacity curve, and we identify a proper maze-like structure so that
each passage of the maze is crossed by only O(1) tasks in the computed
solution. In combination with the known PTAS for δ-small tasks, our
result implies a 2 + ε approximation for UFP, improving on the previous
best 7+ε approximation [Bonsma et al., FOCS 2011]. We remark that our
improved approximation factor matches the best known approximation
ratio for the considerably easier special case of uniform edge capacities.
1 Introduction
In the unsplittable flow on a path problem (UFP) we are given a set of tasks T
and a path G = (V,E). Each edge e has a capacity ue ∈ N+. Each task i ∈ T
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is specified by a subpath P (i) between the start (i.e. leftmost) vertex s(i) ∈ V
and the end (i.e. rightmost) vertex t(i) ∈ V , a demand d(i) > 0, and a profit
(or weight) w(i) ≥ 0. For each edge e ∈ E, denote by Te all tasks i using e,
i.e. such that e ∈ P (i). For a subset of tasks T ′, let w(T ′) := ∑i∈T ′ w(i) and
d(T ′) :=
∑
i∈T ′ d(i). The goal is to select a subset of tasks T
′ with maximum
profit w(T ′) such that d(T ′ ∩ Te) ≤ ue, for each edge e.
The problem and variations of it are motivated by several applications in
settings such as bandwidth allocation, interval packing, multicommodity flow,
and scheduling. For example, edge capacities might model a given resource
whose supply varies over a time horizon. Here, tasks correspond to jobs with
given start- and end-times and each job has a fixed demand for the mentioned
resource. The goal is then to select the most profitable subset of jobs whose
total demand at any time can be satisfied with the available resources.
When studying the problem algorithmically, a natural classification of the
tasks is the following: W.l.o.g., let us assume that edge capacities are all distinct
(this can be achieved by slight perturbations and scaling, see [4]). For each task i
define its bottleneck capacity b(i) := min{ue : e ∈ P (i)}. Let also the bottleneck
edge e(i) of i be the edge of i with capacity b(i). W.l.o.g. we can assume
d(i) ≤ b(i), otherwise task i can be discarded. For any value δ ∈ (0, 1] we say
that a task i is δ-large if d(i) ≥ δ · b(i) and δ-small otherwise.
If all tasks are δ-small (δ-small instances), then the problem is well under-
stood. In particular, by applying the LP-rounding and grouping techniques
from [4], we immediately obtain the following result (see the appendix for its
proof).
Lemma 1. For any ε > 0 there is a δ ∈ (0, 1] such that in polynomial time one
can compute a (1 + ε)-approximation for δ-small instances of UFP.
However, much remains unclear for the complementary case where all tasks
are δ-large (δ-large instances), even if δ is very close to 1. Importantly, for
such instances the canonical LP has an integrality gap of Ω(n) [6]. The best
known approximation factor for this setting is 2k, where k ∈ N such that δ > 1k
(and in particular k ≥ 2) [4]. Bonsma et al. [4] reduce the problem to an
instance of maximum independent set of rectangles and this approach inherently
loses a factor of 2k ≥ 4 in the approximation ratio. The best known (6 + ε)-
approximation algorithm for δ-large instances, for any δ > 0, combines the
approach above (with k = 2) with another algorithm, which is 2+ε approximate
for instances that are 1/2-small and δ-large at the same time. Combining this
(6 + ε) approximation with the result from Lemma 1, one obtains the currently
best (7 + ε)-approximation algorithm for UFP on general instances [4].
1.1 Related Work
As said above, the best known polynomial time approximation algorithm for un-
splittable flow on a path achieves an approximation factor of 7+ε [4]. This result
improves on the previously best known polynomial time O(log n)-approximation
algorithm designed by Bansal et al. [3]. When allowing more running time, there
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is a quasi-PTAS, that is, a (1 + ε)-approximation running in O(2polylog(n)) time
that additionally assumes a quasi-polynomial bound on the edge capacities and
the demands of the input instance [2]. In terms of lower bounds, the problem is
strongly NP-hard, even in the case of uniform edge capacities and unit profits
[4, 10, 11].
The canonical LP-relaxation suffers from a Ω(n) integrality gap [6]. Adding
further constraints, Chekuri, Ene, and Korula give an LP relaxation with an
integrality gap of only O(log2 n) [8], which was recently improved to O(log n) [7].
Because of the difficulty of the general problem, researchers have studied spe-
cial cases. A very common assumption is the no-bottleneck assumption (NBA),
which requires that maxi{d(i)} ≤ mine{ue}. Chekuri, Mydlarz, and Shep-
herd [9] give the currently best known (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm under
NBA. Note that this matches the best known result for the further restricted
case of uniform edge capacities of Calinescu et al. [5].
When generalizing the problem to trees, Chekuri et al. [8] give aO(log(1/γ)/γ3)-
approximation algorithm for the case that all tasks are (1 − γ)-small. Under
the NBA, Chekuri et al. [9] design a 48-approximation algorithm. Note that on
trees the problem becomes APX-hard, even for unit demands, edge capacities
being either 1 or 2, and trees with depth three [12].
On arbitrary graphs, UFP generalizes the well-known Edge Disjoint Path
Problem (EDPP). On directed graphs, there is a O(
√|E|) approximation al-
gorithm by Kleinberg [14], which matches the lower bound of Ω(|E|1/2−ε) by
Guruswami et al. [13]. When assuming the NBA, Azar, and Regev [1] give an
O(
√|E|) approximation algorithm for UFP. On the other hand, they show that
without the NBA the problem is NP-hard to approximate within a factor better
than O(|E|1−ε).
1.2 Our Contribution
In this paper, we present a polynomial-time approximation scheme for δ-large
instances of UFP (for any constant δ > 0), improving on the previous best 6 + ε
approximation [4]. We remark that instances with only δ-large tasks might be
relevant in practice.
Furthermore, in combination with the algorithm from Lemma 1, our PTAS
implies a 2 + ε approximation for arbitrary UFP instances, without any fur-
ther assumptions (such as the NBA or restrictions on edge capacities). This
improves on the previous best 7 + ε approximation for the problem [4]. Note
that our 2 + ε approximation matches the best known approximation factor
for the considerably easier special case of uniform edge-capacities [5], where,
in particular, the canonical LP has an integrality gap of a small constant and
the δ-large tasks can be handled easily with a straightforward dynamic pro-
gram (DP). Therefore, we close the gap in terms of (known) polynomial-time
approximation ratios between the uniform and general case.
When solving general UFP, large tasks are difficult to handle: as mentioned
above, the canonical LP-relaxation suffers from an integrality gap of Ω(n) [6].
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Figure 1: An example of capacity curve, with segments associated to some
tasks T ′ (dashed) and m-tasks M ′ (bold). Note that (T ′,M ′) is 2-thin.
Also, in contrast to the NBA-case there is no canonical polynomial time dynamic
program for them since the number of large tasks per edge can be up to n
(whereas under the NBA it is O(1/δ), see [9]).
In [4] a dynamic program for large tasks was presented; however, their re-
duction to maximum independent set in rectangle intersection graphs inherently
loses a factor of 4 in the approximation ratio, already for 12 -large tasks (and even
a factor of 2k for 1k -large tasks).
Our PTAS for δ-large instances is also a dynamic program, but it deviates
substantially from the DP-approaches above. We exploit the following geometric
viewpoint. We represent capacities with a closed curve on the 2D plane (the
capacity curve) as follows: Let us label nodes from 1 to n going from left to right.
For each edge e = (v, v + 1), we draw a horizontal line segment (or segment for
short) [v, v+1]×{ue}. Then we add a horizontal segment [1, n]×{0}, and vertical
segments in a natural way to obtain a closed curve. We represent each task i as
a horizontal segment (s(i), t(i))×{b(i)}. In particular, this segment is contained
in the capacity curve, and touches the horizontal segment corresponding to its
bottleneck edge (see Figure 1).
Canonically, one might want to traverse the path from left to right and
introduce DP-cells encoding all possible choices for certain subpaths. Instead,
we traverse the area underneath the capacity profile using the above geometric
representation, going from the root in the bottom left to the dead-ends of the
maze (the leaves). To guide this traversal, we use some tasks which we call maze
tasks below. Those tasks fulfill two functions: they structure the area within
the capacity curve into a maze with a tree topology such that, intuitively, each
passage of the maze is crossed by only k = O(1) tasks (see Figure 1). We will
refer to this property as k-thinness later. It will be crucial for bounding the
number of DP-cells.
One still arising difficulty is that when traversing the maze in higher regions,
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we cannot afford to remember precisely which tasks were selected in lower re-
gions. To this end, the maze tasks have a second function. We use them to
make it affordable to “forget” some decisions while moving from the root to the
leaves. Before returning a solution we remove all maze tasks from the computed
set. By constructing our algorithm carefully, we ensure that the capacity of
each maze task m compensates for the information we allowed to “forget” due
to m. We call a solution weakly feasible if it balances the latter correctly. So
our DP computes a weakly feasible k-thin pair (T ′,M ′) where T ′ ⊆ T is a set of
tasks and M ′ is a set of maze tasks. The final output consists only of T ′ whose
weight we seek to maximize, and the DP computes the optimal solution among
all pairs (T ′,M ′).
Since at the end we will remove the maze tasks of a computed solution we
need to ensure that there is in fact a solution (T ′,M ′) where the weight of T ′ is
close to the optimum T ∗. This is proved by a non-trivial sequence of reductions
where eventually the tasks of T ∗ are mapped into directed paths of a proper
rooted tree. On those paths we define a min-flow LP where each integral solution
induces a k-thin pair (T ′,M ′) where the tasks T ∗ are partitioned into T ′ and
M ′. The objective is to minimize w(M ′). The claim then follows by showing
that there exists a cheap fractional solution of weight at most ε · w(T ∗), and
that the LP matrix is totally unimodular.
2 Overview of the Algorithm
In this section we describe our methodology, which results in a polynomial-time
(1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for δ-large UFP instances (for any two given
constants ε, δ > 0). After running a polynomial time preprocessing routine we
can assume that each vertex is either the start or the end vertex of exactly one
task in T (similarly as in [2]). Thus, the number n of nodes in the graph is
Θ(T ).
Now we define the maze tasks, or m-tasks for short, which we use to structure
our solution. For each pair of tasks i and j that share the same bottleneck edge e
(possibly i = j), we define an m-task m with P (m) = P (i)∪P (j). Analogously
to regular tasks, we set b(m) = ue and e(m) = e. Furthermore, we define
d(m) = δ · ue and w(m) = 0. Let Me be the m-tasks m with e ∈ P (m).
Note that, by the above preprocessing, no two m-tasks with different bottleneck
capacity share the same endpoint.
Our goal is to search for solutions in the form of maze pairs (T ′,M ′) ∈ 2T ×
2M , where we require for any two different tasksm,m′ ∈M ′ that b(m′) 6= b(m′′).
Let k = k(ε, δ) be a proper integer constant to be defined later. We restrict our
attention to maze pairs that are k-thin and weakly feasible, as defined below.
Intuitively, a maze pair (T ′,M ′) is k-thin if, for any edge e, between two
consecutive line segments associated to m-tasks fromM ′∩Me there are at most
k segments associated to tasks in T ′ ∩ Te (see Figure 1).
Definition 2 (k-thinness). A maze pair (T ′,M ′) is k-thin if for every edge e
and every set T ′′ ⊆ T ′ ∩ Te with |T ′′| > k there is an m-task m ∈M ′ ∩Me such
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that mini∈T ′′{b(i)} ≤ b(m) < maxi∈T ′′{b(i)}.
In Section 3 we prove that, for large enough k, there exists a k-thin maze
pair (T˜ , M˜) so that T˜ is a good approximation to the optimum T ∗ and T˜ ∪ M˜
is feasible (i.e., d(T˜ ∩ Te) + d(M˜ ∩Me) ≤ ue on each edge e).
Lemma 3. For any ε, δ > 0 there is a k ∈ N, such that for any δ-large instance
of UFP, there exists a k-thin maze pair (T˜ , M˜) such that w(T˜ ) ≥ (1+ε)−1w(T ∗)
and T˜ ∪ M˜ is feasible.
However, we are not able to compute the most profitable k-thin maze pair
in polynomial time. For this reason we relax the notion of feasibility of a maze
pair (T ′,M ′) so that T ′ ∪M ′ might not be feasible, but still T ′ alone is feasible
(which is sufficient for our purposes). We need some definitions first. For every
m-task m ∈ M and any subset of tasks T ′, we partition the set T ′(m) := {i ∈
T ′ : P (i) ∩ P (m) 6= ∅} of tasks of T ′ sharing some edge with m into three
(disjoint) subsets:
• (above tasks) abv(m,T ′) := {i ∈ T ′(m) : b(i) > b(m)}.
• (critical tasks) crit(m,T ′) := {i ∈ T ′(m) : b(m) ≥ b(i) ≥ δ2b(m)}.
• (subcritical tasks) subc(m,T ′) := {i ∈ T ′(m) : b(i) < δ2b(m)}.
We also define abve(m,T ′) := abv(m,T ′)∩Te, and we define analogously crite(m,T ′)
and subce(m,T ′).
Definition 4 (Weak feasibility). We define a maze pair (T ′,M ′) to be weakly
feasible if for every edge e it holds that d(abve(me, T ′)) + d(crite(me, T ′)) +
d(me) ≤ ue, where me is the m-task in M ′ ∩Me of largest bottleneck capacity,
or d(T ′ ∩ Te) ≤ ue, if M ′ ∩Me = ∅.
Next we show that weak feasibility of a maze pair (T ′,M ′) implies feasibility
of T ′.
Lemma 5. Let (T ′,M ′) be a weakly feasible maze pair. Then T ′ is feasible.
Proof. We order the edges by their capacities in non-decreasing order. Assume
w.l.o.g. that this order is given by {e1, ..., em}. We prove the claim by induction
on the index j. More precisely, we prove that d(T ′ ∩ Tej ) ≤ uej for all j.
Consider first e1. If there is no m-task using e1, then the claim is true by
definition. Otherwise let m1 = me1 be the (only) m-task in M ′∩Me1 . All tasks
i ∈ T ′ ∩ Te1 must have b(i) = ue1 (in particular, they are critical for m1). Thus
d(T ′∩Te) ≤ d(T ′∩Te)+d(m1) = d(abve1(m1, T ′))+d(crite1(m1, T ′))+d(m1) ≤
ue.
Now suppose by induction that there is a value j ∈ N such that d(T ′∩Tej′ ) ≤
uej′ for all j
′ ∈ {1, ..., j − 1}. Consider the edge ej . Once again if there is no
m-task using ej , then the claim is true by definition. Otherwise, let mj := mej .
Consider the subcritical tasks SC := subcej (mj , T ′). By definition, ej is not
the bottleneck edge of any task in SC. We partition SC into the sets SCL and
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SCR, containing the tasks with bottleneck edge on the left of ej and on the
right of ej , respectively. Consider the set SCL. Let iL ∈ SCL be a task with
maximum bottleneck capacity in SCL and let eL all tasks in SCL use eL and
ueL = b(iL) <
δ
2 · b(mj). Using the induction hypothesis on eL, we obtain that
d(SCL) = d(SCL ∩ TeL) ≤ d(T ′ ∩ TeL) ≤ ueL < δ2 · b(mj). Similarly, we obtain
that d(SCR) < δ2 · b(mj). Since d(mj) = δ · b(mj) the m-task m compensates
for all tasks in SC, that is, d(SC) = d(subcej (mj , T ′)) ≤ d(mj). Hence
d(T ′ ∩ Tej )= d(abvej (mj , T ′)) + d(critej (mj , T ′))
+ d(subcej (mj , T
′))
≤ d(abvej (mj , T ′)) + d(critej (mj , T ′)) + d(mj)
≤ uej ,
where the last inequality follows from the weak feasibility of (T ′,M ′).
Note that, by definition, the maze pair (T˜ , M˜) obtained in Lemma 3 is also
weakly feasible. In Section 4 we present a polynomial-time dynamic program
that computes the weakly feasible k-thin maze pair with highest profit.
Lemma 6. For any constants δ, k > 0, k ∈ N, there is a polynomial-time
dynamic program that computes a weakly feasible k-thin maze pair (T ′,M ′) of
largest profit w(T ′).
A crucial property that we exploit in the design of our dynamic program is
that for each m-task in a weakly feasible maze pair the number of critical tasks
is bounded by a constant depending only on δ.
Lemma 7. Let (T ′,M ′) be a weakly feasible maze pair and m ∈ M ′. It holds
that |crit(m,T ′)| ≤ ncrit(δ) := 4δ2 + 1δ .
Proof. First recall that by Lemma 5, T ′ is a feasible solution. Consider the tasks
i ∈ crit(m,T ′) with b(i) = b(m). Because all tasks are δ-large, there can be at
most 1/δ such tasks. The remaining tasks i ∈ crit(m,T ′) have b(i) < b(m) and
must use the leftmost edge eL of P (m) or the rightmost edge eR of P (m) (or
both). Consider the tasks CL of the first type: we will show that |CL| ≤ 2/δ2. A
symmetric argument holds for the remaining tasks CR, hence giving the claim.
Consider the task iL ∈ CL that has the largest b(iL). By the definition of CL and
iL all tasks in CL must use e(iL) and b(iL) ≤ b(m). Each task i ∈ CL is critical
for m and thus b(i) ≥ δ2b(m). Also, i is δ-large and so d(i) ≥ δb(i) ≥ δ
2
2 b(m).
Therefore, there can be at most b(iL)/( δ
2
2 b(m)) ≤ 2δ2 such tasks.
By combining Lemmas 3, 5 and 6 we obtain the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 8. For any constant δ > 0, there is a PTAS for δ-large instances of
UFP.
Combining Theorem 8 with Lemma 1, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 9. There is a polynomial time (2 + ε) approximation algorithm for
UFP.
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(a) Initial instance. The nubers identify
some of the tasks.
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(b) Splitting the line segments to the ones
in LR (in bold) and to LL (dashed).
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(c) Line segments in LR shifted up (dis-
tances distorted) and extended to the left
(in dashed).
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(d) Decomposition of the segments for k = 4.
The dashed lines indicates the values (y0 in the
text) where the respective interval Iw is split.
A
B
D(7)
D(4)
D(10)
(e) The tree created from the decomposition of (d) (for rep-
resentation issues, arc directions are omitted and some nodes
of degree 2 are contracted). A and B indicate the nodes cor-
responding to the splittings in (d).
Figure 2: Construction of the maze
3 A Thin Profitable Maze Pair
In this section we prove Lemma 3: we present a procedure that, given an (opti-
mal) solution T ∗, carefully selects some of the tasks from T ∗ and replaces them
with m-tasks from M that use the same edges. The tasks are selected in such a
way that the tasks removed from T ∗ have small weight, and at the same time
the resulting maze pair is k-thin. Hence, our proof is constructive and even
leads to a polynomial time algorithm; note however that for our purposes a
non-constructive argumentation would be sufficient.
Let T ∗ be the optimal solution for the instance under consideration. Let `(i)
denote the line segment (s(i), t(i))×{b(i)} associated to each task i ∈ T ∗. Define
L := {`(i) : i ∈ T ∗} and w(`(i)) := w(i). We say that a segment (a, b) × {y}
contains an edge e = (v, v+ 1) if (v, v+ 1) ⊆ (a, b) where we assume that the n
vertices of the graph are labeled by 1, ..., n from left to right.
We want to select a subset L′ ⊆ L such that w(L′) := ∑`(i)∈L′ w(`(i)) is at
most ε ·w(T ∗) and any vertical segment {x} × (yb, yt) intersecting more than k
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segments in L intersects at least one segment in L′. We call a set L′ with the
latter property k-thin for L.
As we will show, for proving Lemma 3 it suffices to find a k-thin set L′ for L
because of the following transformation of L′ into a maze-pair (T (L′),M(L′)).
We define T (L′) := {i : `(i) ∈ L \ L′}. For constructing M(L′) we group the
lines in L′ according to the bottleneck edges of their corresponding tasks. For
each edge e, we define L′e := {`(i) ∈ L′ : e(i) = e}. Now for each edge e with
L′e 6= ∅ we add an m-task me ∈M into M(L′) whose endpoints are the leftmost
and rightmost node of the
path ∪`(i)∈L′eP (i) = P (iL) ∪ P (iR) for the task iL ∈ L′e with leftmost start
vertex and the task iR ∈ L′e with rightmost end vertex (in a sense, we glue iL
and iR together to form an m-task). Observe that, as required in the definition
of a maze pair, b(m′) 6= b(m′′) for any two distinct m′,m′′ ∈M(L′).
Lemma 10. If a set L′ ⊆ L is k-thin for L, then the maze pair (T (L′),M(L′))
is (k + 1/δ)-thin and T (L′) ∪M(L′) is feasible.
Proof. Consider any edge e = (u, u + 1), and any set of k + 1/δ + 1 tasks
T ′ ⊆ T ∗∩Te. Let {i1, i2, . . . , ik+1} ⊆ T ′ be k+1 of them with lowest bottleneck
capacity, in non-decreasing order of bottleneck capacity. Since T ∗ is feasible,
and since the tasks in T ∗ are δ-large, there cannot be more than 1/δ tasks
in T ′ of bottleneck capacity equal to bmax := maxi∈T ′{b(i)}. It follows that
b(ij) < bmax for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1. Consider a vertical line segment `′ with
x-coordinate u+ 12 that intersects `(i1), . . . , `(ik+1). Since L
′ is k-thin, `′ must
intersect some segment `(i∗) ∈ L′. The corresponding task i∗ then induces an
m-task m ∈ M(L′) with b(i1) ≤ b(m) ≤ b(ik+1) < bmax. Hence (T (L′),M(L′))
is (k + 1/δ)-thin.
For the feasibility of T (L′)∪M(L′) recall that T ∗ is feasible and all tasks in
T ∗ are δ-large. Hence, on every edge e each m-task me uses at most as much
capacity as the tasks from T ∗ whose segments are in L′e (the latter tasks in a
sense were replaced by me).
Next we reduce the problem of finding a k-thin set L′ with low weight to the
case that each segment `(i) starts at e(i) and either goes only to the right or only
to the left. See Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Formally, we split each segment `(i) into
two segments `L(i) and `R(i) such that `L(i) contains the edges of P (i) between
s(i) and the right vertex of the bottleneck edge e(i) and symmetrically for `R(i).
So `L(i) and `R(i) overlap on e(i). We set w(`L(i)) = w(`R(i)) = w(i). We
define LL := {`L(i) : `(i) ∈ L} and LR := {`R(i) : `(i) ∈ L}. The next lemma
shows that it suffices to find low weight k-thin sets for LL and LR.
Lemma 11. Given k-thin sets L′L for LL and L
′
R for LR, there is a 2k-thin set
L′ for L with w(L′) ≤ w(L′L) + w(L′R).
Proof. We add a line segment `(i) to L′ if and only if `L(i) ∈ L′L or `R(i) ∈ L′R.
It follows directly that w(L′) ≤ w(L′L) + w(L′R). Now any vertical segment `′
crossing at least 2k + 1 segments in L′ must either cross k + 1 segments from
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LL or k + 1 segments from LR. Thus, `′ crosses a segment in L′L or a segment
in L′R, and hence `
′ crosses a segment in L′.
Consider now only the segments LR (a symmetric argument holds for LL).
The next step is to reduce the problem to the case where, intuitively speaking,
the edge capacities are strictly increasing and all segments contain the leftmost
edge of the graph. To simplify the description of the step after this one, we
also enforce that new segments have different y-coordinates. Formally, let us
assume that task labels i are integers between 1 and |T | (in any order). For each
`R(i) = (v, u)×{b(i)} ∈ LR, we construct a segment (1, u)×{b(i)+M ·v+ε · i},
which we denote by ˜`R(i). Here M := 1 + maxe{ue} and ε = 1|T |+1 (so that
ε · i < 1). Define L˜R := {˜`R(i) : i ∈ T ∗} and w(˜`R(i)) = w(i). (See Figure 2(c).)
Lemma 12. Given a k-thin set L˜′R for L˜R, there is a k-thin set L
′
R for LR
with w(L˜′R) = w(L
′
R). A symmetric claim holds for L˜L and LL.
Proof. We prove the first claim only, the proof of the second one being symmet-
ric. Let L′R := {`R(i) ∈ LR : ˜`R(i) ∈ L˜′R}. Clearly w(L′R) = w(L˜′R). Consider
any vertical segment {x} × (yb, yt) that intersects at least k + 1 segments from
LR. Let `R(i1), . . . `R(ik+1) be k+ 1 such segments of lowest capacity, breaking
ties according to the lowest label i of the corresponding tasks. To prove the
lemma it suffices to show that at least one such segment `R(ij∗) belongs to L′R.
W.l.o.g., assume that for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k, s(ij) is equal to or to the left of
s(ij+1), and ij < ij+1 if s(ij) = s(ij+1). Then by construction y˜1 < . . . < y˜k+1,
where y˜j is the y-coordinate of segment ˜`R(ij). Consider a vertical segment
{x} × (y˜1 − ε, y˜k+1 + ε). For ε > 0 small enough, we can assume that `′
intersects precisely the segments ˜`R(i1), . . . , ˜`R(ik+1). Hence ˜`R(ij∗) ∈ L˜′R for
some 1 ≤ j∗ ≤ k + 1. If follows that `R(ij∗) ∈ L′R as required.
It remains to prove that there is a k-thin set for L˜R whose weight is bounded
by O( 1k )w(L˜R). We do this by reducing this problem to a min-flow problem in
a directed tree network.
Let k ∈ N be even. We consider the following hierarchical decomposition of
the segments in L˜R, which corresponds to a (directed) rooted out-tree D (see
Figures 2(d) and 2(e)). We construct D iteratively, starting from the root. Each
node w of D is labelled with a triple (ew, Iw, Rw), where ew is an edge in E,
Iw ⊆ [0,∞) is an interval, and Rw contains all segments that contain e and
whose y-coordinate is in Iw (the representative segments of w). Let er ∈ E
be the rightmost edge that is contained in at least k − 1 segments. We let
the root r of D be labelled with (er, [0,∞), Rr). For any constructed node w,
if ew is the leftmost edge of the graph, then w is a leaf. Otherwise, consider
the edge e′ to the left of ew, and let R′ be the segments in Iw that contain
e′. Note that, by the initial preprocessing of the instance, each edge can be
the rightmost edge of at most one segment (task), hence |R′| ≤ |Rw| + 1. If
|R′| < k, we append to w a child w′ (with a directed arc (w,w′)) with label
(e′, Iw, R′). Otherwise (i.e., if |R′| = k), we append to w two children wb and wt,
which are labelled as follows. Let ˜`R(i1), ..., ˜`R(ik) be the segments in R′, sorted
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increasingly by y-coordinate. We partition R′ into Rb = {˜`R(i1), ..., ˜`R(ik/2)}
and Rt = {˜`R(ik/2+1), ..., ˜`R(ik)}. Let y0 be a value such that all segments in
Rb have a y-coordinate strictly less than y0. We label wb and wt with (e′, Iw ∩
[0, y0), Rb) and (e′, Iw ∩ [y0,∞), Rt), respectively.
Consider a given segment ˜`R(i), and the nodes w of D that have ˜`R(i) as one
of their representative segments Rw. Then the latter nodes induce a directed
path D(i) in D. To see this, observe that if ˜`R(i) ∈ Rw, then either w is a leaf
or ˜`R(i) ∈ Rw′ for exactly one child w′ of w. Furthermore, each ˜`R(i) belongs
to Rw for some leaf w of D (i.e., no D(i) is empty).
We call a set of segments L˜′R ⊆ L˜R a segment cover if for each node w of D
it holds that Rw ∩ L˜′R 6= ∅.
Lemma 13. If L˜′R ⊆ L˜R is a segment cover then L˜′R is 2k-thin for L˜R. A
symmetric claim holds for L˜R.
Proof. We prove the first claim only, the proof of the second one being sym-
metric. Consider any vertical segment `′ = {x} × (yb, yt) crossing at least
2k + 1 segments from L˜R, and let L˜′′ be 2k + 1 such segments of lowest y-
coordinate. Let also e = (u, u + 1) be the edge such that x ∈ (u, u + 1), and
˜`
R(i1), . . . , ˜`R(ih) be the segments containing edge e in increasing order of y co-
ordinate. Observe that segments L˜′′ induce a subsequence ˜`R(ij), . . . , ˜`R(ij+2k)
of ˜`R(i1), . . . , ˜`R(ih). Furthermore, the representative sets Rw of nodes w such
that ew = e partition ˜`R(i1), . . . , ˜`R(ih) into subsequences, each one containing
between k/2 and k − 1 segments. It follows that there must be one node w′
such that Rw′ ⊆ {˜`R(ij), . . . , ˜`R(ij+2k)}. Since L˜′R ∩Rw′ 6= ∅ by assumption, it
follows that ˜`R(ij∗) ∈ L˜′R for some j ≤ j∗ ≤ j + 2k.
It remains to show that there is a segment cover with small weight.
Lemma 14. There exists a segment cover L˜′R ⊆ L˜R with w(L˜′R) ≤ 2k · w(L˜R)
(where k is the parameter used in the construction of D).
Proof. We can formulate the problem of finding a L˜′R satisfying the claim as a
flow problem. We augment D by appending a dummy node w′ to each leaf node
w with a directed edge (w,w′) (so that all the original nodes are internal) and
extend the paths D(i) consequently (so that each path contains exactly one new
edge (w,w′)).
We define a min-flow problem, specified by a linear program. For each
directed path D(i) we define a variable xi ∈ [0, 1]. Let A denote the set of all
arcs in D. For each arc a denote by Ta all values i such that D(i) uses a. We
solve the following LP:
min
∑
i:`(i)∈L˜R
w(i) · xi
s.t.
∑
i∈Ta
xi ≥ 1 ∀a ∈ A
xi ≥ 0 ∀`(i) ∈ L˜R.
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By the construction of D every arc is used by at least k/2 paths. Hence,
the linear program has a fractional solution of weight
∑
i w(i) · 2k = 2k · w(L˜R),
which is obtained by setting xi := 2/k for each i. Since the underlying network
D is a directed tree and all paths follow the direction of the arcs, the resulting
network flow matrix is totally unimodular, see [15]. Therefore, there exists also
an integral solution with at most the same weight. This integral solution induces
the set L˜′R.
Now the proof of Lemma 3 follows from the previous reductions.
Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose we are given the optimal solution T ∗. As described
above, we construct the sets L, LL, LR, L˜L, and L˜R. We compute segment
covers L˜′L for L˜L and L˜
′
R for L˜R as described in the proof of Lemma 14. By
Lemma 13 they are 2k-thin for L˜L and L˜R, respectively. By Lemma 12 we obtain
2k-thin sets L′L and L
′
R for LL and LR, respectively, with w(L
′
L) = w(L˜
′
L) and
w(L′R) = w(L˜
′
R). By Lemma 11 this yields a 4k-thin set L
′ for L whose weight is
bounded by w(L′L) +w(L
′
R). Finally, set (T˜ , M˜) := (T (L
′),M(L′)). This maze
pair is feasible by definition. Furthermore, by Lemma 10, it is (4k + 1δ )-thin
and its weight is bounded by w(T˜ ) ≤ w(L˜′L) +w(L˜′R) ≤ 2k · (w(L˜L) +w(L˜R)) ≤
4
k · w(L) = 4k · w(T ∗).
4 The Dynamic Program
In this section we present a dynamic program computing the weakly feasible
k-thin maze pair with maximum profit (where k = k(ε, δ) will correspond to the
constant k of Lemma 3). Thus, we prove Lemma 6.
Let k ∈ N. To simplify the description and analysis of our DP, we introduce
the following assumptions and notations. For having a clearly defined root in
the DP, we add an edge e∗ to the left of E with ue∗ = 0 (note that e∗ is used
by no task). For notational convenience, we add to M two special dummy m-
tasks ⊥ and >. The paths of ⊥ and > span all the edges of the graph, and
they both have demand zero. Furthermore, b(>) := +∞ and b(⊥) := 0. In
particular, with these definitions we have that abve(>, T ′) = crite(>, T ′) = ∅,
abve(⊥, T ′) = T ′ ∩ Te, and crite(⊥, T ′) = ∅. We let e(⊥) be the rightmost
edge of the graph, and we leave e(>) unspecified. However, when talking about
weak-feasibility and k-thinness of a maze pair (T ′,M ′) we will ignore dummy
tasks, that is, we will implicitly consider (T ′,M ′ − {⊥,>}).
For any e ∈ E, T ′ ⊆ T , and any two m-tasksm′ andm′′ with b(m′) < b(m′′),
the boundary tasks in T ′ for the triple (e,m′,m′′) are the tasks bounde(m′,m′′, T ′) :=
{i ∈ T ′∩Te : b(m′) < b(i) ≤ b(m′′)}. Intuitively, boundary tasks i are the tasks
using edge e such that the segment corresponding to i is sandwiched between
the segments corresponding to m′ and m′′.
In our dynamic programming table we introduce a cell for each entry of the
form c = (e,m↑, C↑,m↓, C↓, B) where:
• e is an edge;
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• m↓ ∈Me and m↑ ∈Me, b(m↓) < b(m↑);
• C↓ ⊆ crit(m↓, T ) and C↑ ⊆ crit(m↑, T ), with |C↑| , |C↓| ≤ ncrit(δ);
• B ⊆ bounde(m↓,m↑, T ), with |B| ≤ k.
Observe that C↓ and B are disjoint, while C↑ might overlap with both C↓
and B. For such a cell to exist we further impose the following consistency
property :
• (B ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑, {m↓,m↑}) is weakly feasible;
• for T ′ = B∪C↓∪C↑ we require crit(m↓, T ′) = C↓, crit(m↑, T ′) = C↑, and
bounde(m↓,m↑, T ′) = B.
Given a DP cell c = (e,m↑, C↑,m↓, C↓, B), as a shorthand notation we use
e(c) := e, m↑(c) := m↑ and similarly for the other entries of the cell. We also
define e↓ = e↓(c) := e(m↓) and e↑ = e↑(c) := e(m↑) (we set e↑ = e if m↑ = >).
The idea behind a cell c is as follows. We define E(c) as the set of edges
between e↑ (included) and e↓ (excluded) (if e↑ = e↓, we assume E(c) = ∅).
We define T (c) as the set of tasks i with bottleneck edge in E(c) such that
b(i) > b(m↑) or P (i) contains neither e nor e↑. We define M(c) similarly w.r.t.
m-tasks. For a geometric intuition we can think of cell c as defining an area
such that T (c) and M(c) belong entirely inside—see Figure 3.
Our goal is to compute the maze-pair (Tc,Mc) with Tc ⊆ T (c) and Mc ⊆
M(c) with maximum weight w(c) := w(Tc) such that:
• (Tc ∪B ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑,Mc ∪ {m↓,m↑}) is weakly feasible;
• (Tc ∪B,Mc ∪ {m↓,m↑}) is k-thin;
• If i ∈ crit(m↑, Tc) then i ∈ C↑ (inclusion property).
We call maze-pairs fulfilling the above properties feasible for c. From this def-
inition it follows that the optimal solution for the cell c∗ := (e∗,⊥, ∅,>, ∅, ∅) is
the weakly feasible k-thin maze pair (Tc∗ ,Mc∗) with maximum weight w(Tc∗).
We define a partial order ≺ for the cells and fill in the DP-table w.r.t. this
order (breaking ties arbitrarily). Intuitively speaking, we define ≺ to ensure that
c′ ≺ c′′ if the area (within the capacity curve) corresponding to c′ is contained
in the area corresponding to c′′. The following definition achieves this: for
two edges e′ and e′′, we let |e′ − e′′| be the number of edges between e′ and
e′′, boundary included. We define that c′ ≺ c′′ if (in a lexicographic sense)
(|e↑(c′)− e↓(c′)| , |e(c′)− e↓(c′)|) <lex
(|e↑(c′′)− e↓(c′′)| , |e(c′′)− e↓(c′′)|).
The base case cells are obtained when e = e↓. In this case one must have
m↑ = >, and hence e↑ = e. Also T (c) = ∅ = M(c). For those cells we set
(Tc,Mc) := (∅, ∅) (hence w(c) = 0).
Consider a cell c that is not a base case. For the sake of presentation, assume
that e↓ is to the right of e, the other case being symmetric. Let er be the first
edge to the right of e (possibly er = e↓). We will compute (Tc,Mc) as a function
of some pairs (Tc′ ,Mc′) with c′ ≺ c, considering the following three branching
cases (see Figure 4):
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m↓
m↑
e e↑ e↓
B(c)
C↓
C↑
Figure 3: Tasks B∪C↓∪C↑ (dashed) and area associated to a DP cell c. Tasks
in C↑ (C↓) use a common edge with m↑ (m↓). Tasks (resp., m-tasks) that lie
entirely within the shaded area are those that belong to T (c) (resp., M(c)).
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(c) left-right branching
Figure 4: The three branching cases. The area of the cell c is the area of
the subcell(s) cs, (ct, cb), and (cl, cr), respectively, in addition to the checkered
pattern.
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• (single branching) This case applies only when m↑ uses both e and er
(possiblym↑ = >). Consider any feasible entry cs = (er,m↓, C↓,m↑, C↑, Bs)
with the following extra compatibility property :
for T ′ := C↓∪C↑∪B∪Bs, one has crit(m↓, T ′) = C↓, crit(m↑, T ′) =
C↑, bounde(m↓,m↑, T ′) = B, and bounder (m↓,m↑, T ′) = Bs.
Set wsb(c)← maxcs{w(cs) + w(Bs \B)}.
• (top-bottom branching) This case applies only when m↑ uses both e
and er (possibly m↑ = >). Consider any m-task mmid 6= > that has er as
its leftmost edge and such that b(m↓) < b(mmid) < b(m↑). Consider any
pair of feasible entries
cb = (er,m↓, C↓,mmid, Cmid, Bb) and
ct = (er,mmid, Cmid,m↑, C↑, Bt) with the following extra compatibility
property :
for T ′ := C↓∪C↑∪Cmid∪B∪Bb∪Bt, one has crit(m↑, T ′) = C↑,
crit(m↓, T ′) = C↓, crit(mmid, T ′) = Cmid, bounde(m↓,m↑, T ′) =
B, bounder (m↓,mmid, T ′) = Bb, and
bounder (mmid,m↑, T
′) = Bt.
Set wtb(c)← max(cb,ct){w(cb) + w(ct) + w((Bb ∪Bt) \B)}.
• (left-right branching) This branching applies only to the case that e
is the rightmost edge of m↑, and m↑ 6= >. Consider any m-task mabv
that uses both er and e and with b(mabv) > b(m↑) (possibly mabv = >).
Consider the pairs of feasible entries
cl = (e,m↑, C↑,mabv, Cabv, Bl) and
cr = (er,m↓, C↓,mabv, Cabv, Br) with the following extra compatibility
property :
for T ′ := C↓∪C↑∪Cabv∪B∪Bl∪Br, one has crit(m↑, T ′) = C↑,
crit(m↓, T ′) = C↓, crit(mabv, T ′) = Cabv, bounde(m↓,m↑, T ′) =
B, bounder (m↓,mabv, T ′) = Br, and
bounde(m↑,mabv, T ′) = Bl.
We set wlr(c)← max(cl,cr){w(cl) + w(cr) + w((Bl ∪Br) \B)}.
Finally, we define w(c) := max{wsb(c), wtb(c), wlr(c)}. Depending on the case
attaining the maximum, we define (Tc,Mc): if the maximum is achieved in
the single-branching case for some cs, then we set Tc ← Tcs ∪ (Bs \ B) and
Mc ←Mcs . If the maximum is achieved in the top-bottom branching for some
cb and ct, we set Tc ← Tcb ∪Tct ∪((Bb∪Bt)\B) andMc ←Mcb ∪Mct ∪{mmid}.
Similarly, if the maximum is achieved in the left-right branching for some cl and
cr, we set Tc ← Tcl ∪ Tcr ∪ ((Bl ∪Br) \B) and Mc ←Mcl ∪Mcr ∪ {mabv}.
Observe that, in the single branching case, one has that |e↑(cs) − e↓(cs)| =
|e↑(c) − e↓(c)| and that |e(cs) − e↓(cs)| < |e(c) − e↓(c)|. In the other cases
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one has |e↑(c′)− e↓(c′)| < |e↑(c)− e↓(c)|, where c′ ∈ {cb, ct, cl, cr}. Hence
cs, cb, ct, cl, cr ≺ c as required. Note also that c∗ is the only feasible table
entry associated to edge e∗ and for any other entry c it holds that c ≺ c∗. The
DP outputs (Tc∗ ,Mc∗) and we return Tc∗ as the computed set of tasks.
Lemma 15. For any constant δ, k > 0, k ∈ N, the above dynamic program runs
in polynomial time.
Proof. Note that the number of cells is polynomially bounded since |T ∪M | is
polynomially bounded in |T | and k(ε, δ) and ncrit(δ) are constants. Similarly,
in the computation of each pair (Tc,Mc) one has to consider only a polynomial
number of possibilities. Altogether, the dynamic program runs in polynomial
time.
We next show the correctness of the dynamic program. Consider any cell c.
First observe that Tc ⊆ T (c) and Mc ⊆ M(c). Also, by an easy induction, any
two distinct m-tasks in Mc have different bottleneck capacity. In other terms,
(Tc,Mc) is a well-defined maze pair. We next prove that w(Tc) ≥ w(T ′c) for any
feasible pair (T ′c,M ′c) for c (Lemma 16). Then we prove that (Tc,Mc) is feasible
for c, by showing that it has the 3 required properties (Lemmas 17, 18, 19).
For showing the next lemma, we prove that if a pair (T ′c,M ′c) is feasible for a
cell c, then it can be decomposed into the feasible solution for a cell cs and the
tasks in B(cs) \B or into feasible solutions for two cells ct, cb (or cl, cr) and the
tasks in (B(ct)∪B(cb)) \B (or (B(cl)∪B(cr)) \B), depending on the applying
branching case.
Lemma 16. Let (T ′c,M ′c) be a feasible maze-pair for cell c = (e,m↓, C↓,m↑, C↑, B).
Then w(T ′c) ≤ w(Tc).
Proof. We show the claim by induction, following the partial order ≺ on cells.
For the base cases, it is clear that w(T ′c) = w(Tc) = 0 and the claim follows.
Now consider a non-base-case cell c and suppose the claim is true for all cells
c′ with c′ ≺ c. W.l.o.g. assume again that e↓ lies on the right of e, and let er be
the edge adjacent to e on the right. We distinguish cases, depending on which
m-tasks use er.
First suppose that there is no m-task mmid ∈ M ′c ∩ Mer with b(m↓) <
b(mmid) < b(m↑) using er and that m↑ uses er, where possibly m↑ = > (single
branching case). Then consider the DP-cell cs = (er,m↓, C↓,m↑, C↑, Bs) with
Bs = bounder (m↓,m↑, T
′
c ∪ B). Since (T ′c,M ′c) is feasible for c, cs is indeed
a cell in our DP-table. In particular, observe that |Bs| ≤ k since (T ′c,M ′c) is
k-thin. The consistency property follows by the weak feasibility of (T ′c,M ′c) and
from the compatibility property of the single branching. By induction, we know
that the DP computed the optimal solution (Tcs ,Mcs) for cs. In particular,
w(Tcs) ≥ w(T ′c) − w(Bs \ B) since (T ′c \ (Bs \ B),M ′c) is feasible for cs. By
definition of the DP-transition,
w(Tc) ≥ wsb(c) ≥ w(Tcs) + w(Bs \B)
≥ (w(T ′c)− w(Bs \B)) + w(Bs \B)
= w(T ′c).
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Next consider the case that there is an m-task mmid ∈ M ′c ∩ Mer with
b(m↓) < b(mmid) < b(m↑) using er. Note that by our preprocessing then m↑
uses er where possibly m↑ = > (top-bottom branching). Also observe that
there can be at most one such task mmid by our preprocessing and using that
any two m-tasks in a maze pair have different bottleneck capacities. Let us
consider the (bottom) cell cb = (er,m↓, C↓,mmid, Cmid, Bb) and the (top) cell
ct = (er,mmid, Cmid,m↑, C↑, Bt) where we define Bb := bounder (m↓,mmid, T ′c∪
B), Bt := bounder (mmid,m↑, T ′c ∪ B), and Cmid := crit(mmid, T ′c ∪ B). Also
in this case, the feasibility of (T ′c,M ′c) for c implies that cl and cr are in fact
DP-cells. In particular, since (T ′c,M ′c) is weakly feasible, |Cmid| ≤ ncrit(δ) by
Lemma 7. The pair (T ′c ∩ T (cb),M ′c ∩M(cb)}) is feasible for cb and the pair
(T ′c ∩ T (ct),M ′c ∩ M(cb)) is feasible for ct. In this case T ′c is partitioned by
T ′c ∩ T (cb), T ′c ∩ T (ct), and (Bb ∪Bt) \B. Hence,
w(Tc) ≥ wtb(c) ≥ w(cb) + w(ct) + w((Bb ∪Bt) \B)
≥ w(T ′c ∩ T (cb)) + w(T ′c ∩ T (ct)) + w((Bb ∪Bt) \B)
= w(T ′c).
Finally, consider the case that there is no m-task mmid ∈ M ′c ∩Mer with
b(m↓) < b(mmid) < b(m↑) and that m↑ does not use er (left-right branching
case). Let mabv ∈ M ′c ∩ Mer be the m-task minimizing b(mabv) such that
b(mabv) > b(m↑) (possibly mabv = >). By the preprocessing of the input
tasks, if mabv 6= >, then mabv must use e, as well (otherwise two m-tasks with
different bottleneck capacities would share one endpoint). Consider the DP-cells
cl = (e,m↑, C↑,mabv, Cabv, Bl) and cr = (er,m↓, C↓,mabv, Cabv, Br) where we
define Bl = bounde(m↑,mabv, T ′c ∪ B), Br = bounder (m↓,mabv, T ′c ∪ B), and
Cabv = crit(mabv, T
′
c ∪B).
Again, since (T ′c,M ′c) is feasble for c, cl and cr are in fact DP-cells.
Also, the pair (T ′c ∩ T (cl),M ′c ∩M(cl)) is feasible for cl and the pair (T ′c ∩
T (cr),M
′
c ∩M(cr)) is feasible for cr. By induction, we know that the DP com-
puted the optimal solutions (Tcl ,Mcl) and (Tcr ,Mcr ) for cl and cr, respectively.
Observe that T ′c is partitioned by T ′c ∩ T (cl), T ′c ∩ T (cr), and (Bl ∪ Br) \ B.
Hence,
w(Tc) ≥ wlr(c) ≥ w(cl) + w(cr) + w((Bl ∪Br) \B)
= w(T ′c ∩ T (cl)) + w(T ′c ∩ T (cr)) + w((Bl ∪Br) \B)
= w(T ′c).
This concludes the proof.
The proofs of the next three lemmas use a similar inductive pattern. We
show that whenever we extend the solution for a cell cs or combine the solutions
for two cells ct,cb or cl, cr to a solution for some cell c according to the DP-
transition, then the new solution is k-thin (has the inclusion property, is weakly
feasible) assuming that the original cells cs or ct,cb or cl, cr were k-thin (have
the inclusion property, are weakly feasible).
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Lemma 17 (k-thinness). For each table entry c = (e,m↓, C↓,m↑, C↑, B), we
have that (Tc ∪B,Mc ∪ {m↓,m↑}) is k-thin.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that, given any edge e and any two tasks m′,m′′ ∈
(Mc ∪ {m↓,m↑}) ∩Me, with b(m′) < b(m′′) and such that there is no m′′′ ∈
(Mc ∪ {m↓,m↑}) ∩Me with b(m′) < b(m′′′) < b(m′′), then the number of tasks
i in (Tc ∪ B) ∩ Te with b(m′) < b(i) ≤ b(m′′) is at most k. In other terms,
|bounde(m′,m′′, Tc ∪B)| ≤ k.
We prove the latter claim by induction, following the partial order ≺ on
the cells. For the base cases, recall that for each DP-cell c we required that
|B(c)| ≤ k. Hence, in that case (Tc ∪ B,Mc ∪ {m↓,m↑}) = (B, {m↓,m↑}) and
the claim is trivially true.
Now consider a non-base-case DP-cell c and suppose the claim is true for all
cells c′ with c′ ≺ c. Assume w.l.o.g. that e↓ lies on the right of e. We distinguish
the three branching cases and show that in each case the pair (Tc,Mc) is k-thin.
First suppose that the single branching case applies, that is, there is a cell cs
such that Tc = Tcs∪(B(cs)\B) andMc = Mcs . By induction (Tcs∪B(cs),Mcs∪
{m↓,m↑}) is k-thin. Hence, it suffices to ensure that |bounde(m↓,m↑, Tc ∪B)| ≤
k. However, the latter holds since |bounde(m↓,m↑, Tc ∪B)| = |bounde(m↓,m↑, B)| =
|B| by the compatibility property of the branching, and |B| ≤ k by the definition
of DP-cells.
The same basic argument also works for the remaining two branching cases:
it is sufficient to bound
|bounde(m↓,m↑, Tc ∪B)|, and an upper bound of k follows from the compati-
bility property of the considered branching and by definition of DP-cells.
Lemma 18 (Inclusion property). For each table cell c = (e,m↓, C↓,m↑, C↑, B),
if i ∈ crit(m↑, Tc) then i ∈ C↑.
Proof. We prove this claim by using the compatibility properties of the branch-
ing procedures. The claim is trivially true for base case cells c since Tc ⊆ T (c) =
∅.
Consider now a non-base-case cell c, and assume the claim holds for any
cell c′ ≺ c. Assume w.l.o.g. that e↓ lies on the right of e. Suppose that Tc =
Tcs ∪ (Bs \B) for some cell cs = (er,m↓, C↓,m↑, C↑, Bs) in the single branching
case. If i ∈ crit(m↑, Bs \ B) then i ∈ C↑ by the compatibility property of the
single branching procedure. If i ∈ crit(m↑, Tcs) then i ∈ C↑ by the induction
hypothesis.
Assume now that Tc = Tct ∪ Tcb ∪ ((B(ct) ∪ B(cb)) \ B) for some cells
cb = (er,m↓, C↓,mmid, Cmid, Bb) and ct = (er,mmid, Cmid,m↑, C↑, Bt) in the
top-bottom branching case. If i ∈ crit(m↑, Tct) then i ∈ C↑ by the induc-
tion hypothesis. If i ∈ crit(m↑, Tcb) then i ∈ crit(mmid, Tcb) and hence i ∈
Cmid by the induction hypothesis. Now the compatibility property of the top-
bottom branching case implies that i ∈ C↑ (using that i ∈ crit(m↑, Tcb)). If
i ∈ crit(m↑, (B(ct) ∪ B(cb)) \ B) then i ∈ C↑ by the compatibility property of
the top-bottom branching case.
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Finally, assume that Tc = Tcl ∪Tcr ∪ ((Bl∪Br)\B) for two DP-cells defined
as cl = (e,m↑, C↑,mabv, Cabv, Bl) and cr = (er,m↓, C↓,mabv, Cabv, Br) in the
left-right branching case. If i ∈ Tcl then b(i) > b(m↑), so i is not critical for
m↑ and there is nothing to show. If i ∈ crit(m↑, Tcr ) then also i ∈ B and the
claim follows from the compatibility property of the left-right branching case.
Finally, if i ∈ ((Bl ∪Br) \B then the claim also follows from the compatibility
property.
Lemma 19 (Weak feasibility). For each table entry c = (e,m↓, C↓,m↑, C↑, B),
we have that (Tc ∪B ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑,Mc ∪ {m↓,m↑}) is weakly feasible.
Proof. For any edge f , define mf := mf (c) as the highest bottleneck capacity
m-task in Mc ∪ {m↓(c),m↑(c),⊥} \ {>} using edge f . Let also T extc := Tc ∪
C↓(c)∪C↑(c)∪B(c). With this notation, we need to prove that for each edge f
d(abvf (mf (c), T
ext
c )) + d(critf (mf (c), T
ext
c )) + d(mf (c)) ≤ uf .
We prove the claim by induction, following the partial order ≺ on the cells.
If c is a base case cell then Tc ⊆ T (c) = ∅, Mc ⊆ M(c) = ∅ and hence T extc =
C↓ ∪ C↑ ∪B. By the consistency property, (T extc , {m↓,m↑}) is weakly feasible.
For notation convenience, let us say that e′ < e′′ if edge e′ is to the left of
edge e′′ and e′ 6= e′′. We define analogously ≤, >, and ≥.
Suppose now that c is not a base case cell. By induction hypothesis, we
know that the claim holds for any cell c′ ≺ c. Assume w.l.o.g. that e < e↓. Let
er be the first edge to the right of e (possibly er = e↓). We distinguish 3 cases,
depending on the branching that defines the maximum value of w(c).
a) (Single branching) Let cs be the cell achieving the maximum. Recall that
Tc = Tcs ∪ (Bs \ B) and Mc = Mcs . We have mf = mf (c) = mf (cs) because
Mc = Mcs . Let us assume e↑ < e, the case e↑ ≥ e being analogous. Consider
any edge f . We distinguish 3 subcases depending on the relative position of f :
a.1) (f ≤ e↑ or f ≥ e↓) Here T (c) ∩ Tf = M(c) ∩ Mf = ∅, hence T extc =
C↓∪C↑∪B andMc∪{m↓,m↑} = {m↓,m↑}. The claim follows by the consistency
property.
a.2) (e < f < e↓). In this range of edges we have (B \ Bs) ∩ Tf = ∅ by
the compatibility property of the single branching case. Hence T extc ∩ Tf =
(Tc ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑ ∪ B) ∩ Tf = (Tcs ∪ B ∪ Bs ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑) ∩ Tf = (Tcs ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑ ∪
Bs) ∩ Tf = T extcs ∩ Tf . As a consequence, abvf (mf , T extc ) = abvf (mf , T extcs ) and
critf (mf , T
ext
c ) = critf (mf , T
ext
cs ). The claim follows by induction hypothesis
on cs.
a.3) (e↑ < f ≤ e) In this case b(mf ) ≥ b(m↑). Since any task i ∈ B has
b(i) ≤ b(m↑), we have abvf (mf , T extc ) = abvf (mf , Tcs ∪ Bs ∪ B ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑) =
abvf (mf , Tcs ∪ Bs ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑) = abvf (mf , T extcs ). Also, any task i ∈ B that is
critical for mf must be contained in C↑ by the compatibility property of the
single branching, hence critf (mf , B) ⊆ C↑ ∩ Tf . Therefore critf (mf , T extc ) =
critf (mf , Tcs∪Bs∪B∪C↓∪C↑) = critf (mf , Tcs∪Bs∪C↓∪C↑) = critf (mf , T extcs ).
The claim then follows by induction hypothesis on cs.
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b) (Top-bottom branching) Let cb and ct be the cells achieving the maxi-
mum. Recall thatMc = Mcb∪Mct∪{mmid} and Tc = Tcb∪Tct∪((Bb∪Bt)\B).
Let emid := e(mmid). Note that e < emid and e↑ < emid. Let us assume e↑ < e,
the case e↑ ≥ e being analogous. Consider any edge f . We distinguish 4 sub-
cases:
b.1) (f ≤ e↑ or f ≥ e↓) Here T (c) ∩ Tf = M(c) ∩Mf = ∅. The claim follows
by the same argument as in case (a.1).
b.2) (emid ≤ f < e↓) Note that M(ct) ∩ Mf = T (ct) ∩ Tf = ∅. We have
mf = mf (c) = mf (cb). Observe also that ((B ∪ Bt) \ Bb) ∩ Tf = ∅ and
C↑∩Tf ⊆ Cmid∩Tf by the compatibility property of the top-bottom branching
case. Altogether T extc ∩ Tf = (Tcb ∪ Tct ∪ Bb ∪ Bt ∪ B ∪ C↑ ∪ C↓) ∩ Tf =
(Tcb ∪ Bb ∪ C↑ ∪ C↓) ∩ Tf ⊆ (Tcb ∪ Bb ∪ Cmid ∪ C↓) ∩ Tf = T extcb ∩ Tf . Then
abvf (mf , T
ext
c ) ⊆ abvf (mf , T extcb ) and critf (mf , T extc ) ⊆ critf (mf , T extcb ). The
claim follows by induction hypothesis on cb.
b.3) (er ≤ f < emid)We havemf = mf (c) = mf (ct) and observe that b(mf ) ≥
b(mmid). By the compatibility property of the top-bottom branching, if i ∈
B ∩ Tf and b(i) > b(mmid), then i ∈ Bt. Note also that for any i ∈ (Cmid ∪
C↓ ∪ Tcb ∪ Bb) ∩ Tf we have b(i) ≤ b(mmid). Altogether abvf (mf , T extc ) =
abvf (mf , Tcb ∪ Tct ∪ Bb ∪ Bt ∪ B ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑) = abvf (mf , Tct ∪ Bt ∪ C↑) =
abvf (mf , Tct ∪Bt∪Cmid∪C↑) = abvf (mf , T extct ). By the compatibility property
of the top-bottom branching, if i ∈ (Bb ∪B ∪C↓) ∩ Tf is critical for mf (hence
for mmid), then i ∈ Cmid. By Lemma 18, if i ∈ Tcb ∩Tf is critical for mf (hence
for mmid), then i ∈ Cmid. Altogether critf (mf , T extc ) = critf (mf , Tcb ∪ Tct ∪
Bb ∪ Bt ∪ B ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑) ⊆ critf (mf , Tct ∪ Bt ∪ C↑ ∪ Cmid) = critf (mf , T extct ).
The claim follows by induction hypothesis on ct.
b.4) (e↑ < f < er) We have mf = mf (c) = mf (ct) and observe that b(mf ) ≥
b(m↑). Note that Tcb∩Tf = ∅. Also, for any i ∈ (B∪Bb∪C↓∪Cmid)∩Tf we have
that b(i) ≤ b(m↑). Then abvf (mf , T extc ) = abvf (mf , Tcb∪Tct∪Bb∪Bt∪B∪C↓∪
C↑) = abvf (mf , Tct ∪Bt∪C↑) = abvf (mf , T extct ). By the compatibility property
of the top-bottom branching case, if i ∈ (Bb∪B∪C↓∪Cmid)∩Tf is critical formf ,
then i ∈ C↑. Thus critf (mf , T extc ) = critf (mf , Tcb∪Tct∪Bb∪Bt∪B∪C↓∪C↑) =
critf (mf , Tct∪Bt∪C↑∪Cmid) = critf (mf , T extct ). The claim follows by induction
hypothesis on ct.
c) (Left-right branching) Let cl and cr be the cells achieving the maximum.
Recall that Mc = Mcl ∪Mcr ∪ {mabv} and Tc = Tcl ∪ Tcr ∪ ((Bl ∪Br) \B). Let
eabv := e(mabv) (eabv := er if mabv = >). Let us assume that eabv > er, the case
eabv ≤ er being analogous. Consider any edge f . We distinguish 4 subcases:
c.1) (f ≤ e↑ or f ≥ e↓) In this case T (c) ∩ Tf = M(c) ∩Mf = ∅. The claim
follows by the same argument as in case (a.1).
c.2) (eabv ≤ f < e↓) In this case T (cl) ∩ Tf = M(cl) ∩Mf = ∅. As a conse-
quence, mf (c) = mf (cr). Also, ((B ∪ Bl) \ Br) ∩ Tf = ∅ by the compatibil-
ity property of the left-right branching. Furthermore, C↑ ∩ Tf ⊆ Br ∪ C↓ and
Cabv∩Tf ⊆ Br∪Tcr∪C↓. Then T extc ∩Tf = (Tcl∪Tcr∪Bl∪Br∪B∪C↓∪C↑)∩Tf =
(Tcr ∪ Br ∪ C↓) ∩ Tf = (Tcr ∪ Br ∪ C↓ ∪ Cabv) ∩ Tf = T extcr ∩ Tf . As a
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consequence abvf (mf (c), T extc ) = abvf (mf (cr), T extcr ) and critf (mf (c), T
ext
c ) =
critf (mf (cr), T
ext
cr ). The claim follows by induction hypothesis on cr.
c.3) (er ≤ f < eabv) We have mf = mf (c) = mf (cl) and b(mf ) ≥ b(mabv).
Note that any task i ∈ (Tcr ∪B∪Br∪C↓∪Cabv)∩Tf has b(i) ≤ b(mabv). Hence
abvf (mf , T
ext
c ) = abvf (mf , Tcl∪Tcr∪Bl∪Br∪B∪C↓∪C↑) = abvf (mf , Tcl∪Bl∪
C↑∪Cabv) = abvf (mf , T extcl ). Furthermore, if a task i ∈ (Tcr ∪B∪Br∪C↓)∩Tf
is critical for mf , then i ∈ Cabv by the compatibility property of the left-right
branching. Consequently critf (mf , T extc ) = critf (mf , Tcl ∪ Tcr ∪Bl ∪Br ∪B ∪
C↓ ∪C↑) ⊆ critf (mf , Tcl ∪Cabv ∪C↑ ∪Bl) = critf (mf , T extcl ). The claim follows
by induction hypothesis on cl.
c.4) (e↑ < f < er) In this case mf = mf (c) = mf (cl) and b(mf ) ≥ b(m↑). By
the compatibility property of the left-right branching, ((Br ∪ B) \ Bl) ∩ Tf =
B ∩ Tf . Observe that any task i ∈ (B ∪ C↓) ∩ Tf has b(i) ≤ b(m↑). Also,
Tcr ∩ Tf ⊆ T (cr) ∪ Tf = ∅. Then abvf (mf , T extc ) = abvf (mf , Tcl ∪ Tcr ∪
Bl ∪ Br ∪ B ∪ C↓ ∪ C↑) = abvf (mf , Tcl ∪ Bl ∪ C↑) ⊆ abvf (mf , Tcl ∪ Bl ∪
C↑ ∪ Cabv) = abvf (mf , T extcl ). By the compatibility property of the left-right
branching, any i ∈ (B∪C↓)∩Tf that is critical for mf must belong to C↑. Thus
critf (mf , T
ext
c ) = critf (mf , Tcl ∪Tcr ∪Bl ∪Br ∪B ∪C↓ ∪C↑) = critf (mf , Tcl ∪
Bl ∪C↑) ⊆ critf (mf , Tcl ∪Bl ∪C↑ ∪Cabv) = critf (mf , T extcl ). The claim follows
by induction hypothesis on cl.
Now the proof of Lemma 6 follows from Lemmas 15, 16, 17, and 19, and
the fact that the cell c∗ := (e∗,⊥, ∅,>, ∅, ∅) corresponds to the optimal weakly-
feasible k-thin maze-pair.
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A PTAS for δ-small tasks
The techniques in [4] immediately imply a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for
δ-small tasks, assuming that δ is sufficiently small, depending on ε.
Fix an integer ` ∈ N. For each k ∈ N we define a set F k,` := {i ∈ T |2k ≤ b(i) < 2k+`}.
Let OPT (F k,`) be the optimum solution when considering only tasks in F k,`.
For each of these sets, we want to compute a set that approximates the optimal
solution well while leaving a bit of the capacity of the edges unused.
Definition 20 ([4]). Consider a set F k,` and let α, β > 0. A set F ⊆ F k,` is
called (α, β)-approximative if
• w(F ) ≥ 1α · w(OPT (F k,`)), and
• ∑i∈F∩Te di ≤ ue − β · 2k for each edge e such that Te ∩ F k,` 6= ∅. (Hence
it is a feasible solution.)
An algorithm that computes (α, β)-approximative sets in polynomial time is
called an (α, β)-approximation algorithm.
The reader may think of β being a constant in the same magnitude as ε.
Lemma 21 ([4]). For every combination of constants ε > 0, 0 < β < 1, and
` ∈ N, there exists a δ > 0 such that if all tasks are δ-small, then for each set
F k,` there is a polynomial time ( 1+ε1−β , β)-approximation algorithm.
The next lemma shows that while losing only a factor `+q` in the approxi-
mation ratio, (α, β)-approximation algorithms yield approximation algorithms
for the whole problem. By choosing ` large enough depending on q, this loses
only a factor of 1 + ε.
Lemma 22 ([4]). Let ` ∈ N and q ∈ N be constants and let β = 21−q. Assume
we are given an (α, β)-approximation algorithm for each set F k,`, with run-
ning time O(p(n)) for a polynomial p. Then there is a
(
`+q
` · α
)
-approximation
algorithm with running time O(m · p(n)) for the set of all tasks.
By defining the constants appropriately we obtain Lemma 1. For a given
 > 0 we choose q ∈ N such that β := 21−q ≤ . Then we define ` ∈ N such
that `+q` ≤ 1 + . Lemma 21 yields a value δ > 0. Using Lemma 22 we get a
1+
1−β · `+q` ≤ 1 + O()-approximation algorithm for δ-small tasks. As the above
reasoning holds for any  > 0, the claim of Lemma 1 follows.
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